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By Mr. Cohen, a petition of Beryl W. Cohen, William I. Randall and Michael
S. Dukakis for legislation to protect patients’ confidential communications to
psychiatrists and other psychotherapists. The Judiciary.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Seven.

An Act to protect patients’ confidential communications to
PSYCHIATRISTS AND OTHER PSYCHOTHERAPISTS.

Be it enacted by theSenate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 233 of the General Laws is hereby further amended
2 by inserting after Section 20A the following new Section
3 20B:
4 Section 208. As used in this act, “patient” means a person
5 who, during the course of diagnosis or treatment, communi-
-6 cates with a psychotherapist; “psychotherapist” means a per-
-7 son licensed to practice medicine who devotes a substantial
8 portion of his time to the practice of psychiatry, or a person
9 by training and experience skilled in the diagnosis and treat-

-10 ment of mental or emotional problems, or a person reasonably
11 believed by the patient to be qualified under either of these
12 headings; “authorized representative” means a person em-
-13 powered by the patient to assert the privilege granted by this
14 act and, until given permission by the patient to make dis-

-15 closure, any person whose communications are made privi-
-16 leged by this act; “communications” includes conversations,
17 correspondence, actions, and occurrences relating to diagnosis
18 or treatment, before, during or after institutionalization, re-

-19 gardless of the patient’s awareness of such conversations, cor-
-20 respondence, actions, and occurrences, and any records, mem-
-21 oranda, or notes of the foregoing.
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22 Except as hereinafter provided, in civil, criminal, and ju-
-23 venile cases, in proceedings preliminary thereto, and in legis-
-24 lative and administrative proceedings, a patient, or his au-
-25 thorized representative, has a privilege to refuse to disclose
26 and to prevent a witness from disclosing communications
27 wherever made relating to diagnosis or treatment of the
28 patient’s mental or emotional condition between patient and
29 psychotherapist, or between members of the patient’s family
30 and the psychotherapist, or between any of the foregoing
31 and such persons who participate, under the supervision of,
32 or in cooperation with, the psychotherapist in the accomplish-
-33 ment of the objectives of diagnosis or treatment.
34 When a patient is incompetent to assert or waive the privi-
-35 lege, a guardian shall be appointed and shall act in place of
36 the patient under this act. A previously appointed guardian
37 shall be authorized to so act.
38 Upon the exercise of the privilege granted by this act, the
33 judge or presiding officer shall upon the request of the patient
40 instruct the jury that no adverse inference may be drawn
41 from the assertion of the privilege.
42 There shall be no privilege for any relevant communica-
-43 tions under this act:
44 (a) When a psychotherapist, in the course of diagnosis or
45 treatment of the patient, determines that the patient is in
46 need of treatment in a hospital for mental or emotional illness,
47 or that there is a threat of imminently dangerous activity by
48 the patient against himself or another person, and on the basis
49 of such determination finds it necessary to disclose such com-
-50 munications either for the purpose of placing or retaining the
51 patient in such a hospital (provided however that the pro-
-52 visions of this act shall continue in effect after the patient is
53 in said hospital), or placing the patient under arrest or under
54 the supervision of law enforcement authorities.
55 (b) If a judge finds that the patient, after having been
56 informed that the communications would not be privileged,
57 has made communications to a psychotherapist in the course
58 of a psychiatric examination ordered by the court, provided
59 that such communications shall be admissable only on issues
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60 involving the patient’s mental or emotional condition but not
61 confessions or admissions of guilt.
62 (c) In all proceedings, except those involving child custody,
63 in which the patient introduces his mental or emotional con-
-64 dition as an element of his claim or defense, and the judge or
65 presiding officer finds that it is more important to the interests
66 of justice that the communication be disclosed than that the
67 relationship between patient and psychotherapist be protected.
68 (d) In all proceedings after the patient’s death in which
69 the patient’s mental or emotional condition is introduced by
70 any party claiming or defending through or as a beneficiary
71 of the patient as an element of the claim or defense, and the
72 judge or presiding officer finds that it is more important to
73 the interests of justice that the communication be disclosed
74 than that the relationship between patient and psychotherapist
75 be protected.
76 (e) In child custody cases in which either party raises the
77 mental condition of the other party as part of a claim or de-
-78 fense, and the psychotherapist believes that disclosure is neces-
-79 sary because the patient’s mental condition seriously impairs
80 the patient’s ability to care for the child, and thereafter makes
81 such disclosure to the judge in camera; and the judge then con-
-82 siders that the patient’s mental or emotional condition would
83 in fact seriously impair the patient’s ability to provide suitable
84 custody, and that it is more important to the interests of
85 justice that the communication be disclosed than that the
86 relationship between patient and psychotherapist be protected.
87 (f) In all proceedings brought by the patient against the
88 psychotherapist, and in all malpractice, criminal or license
89 revocation proceedings, in which disclosure is necessary or
90 relevant to the claim or defense of the psychotherapist.
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